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Connecting mirror neurons and forward models
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Two recent developments in motor neuroscience are promising the
extension of theoretical concepts from motor control towards
cognitive processes, including human social interactions and understanding the intentions of others.The ¢rst of these is the discovery
of what are now called mirror neurons, which code for both observed and executed actions.The second is the concept of internal
models, and in particular recent proposals that forward and in-

verse models operate in paired modules. These two ideas will be
brie£y introduced, and a recent suggestion linking between the
two processes of mirroring and modelling will be described which
may underlie our abilities for imitating actions, for cooperation between two actors, and possibly for communication via gesture and
language. NeuroReport14:000^ 000 c 2003 Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins.
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INTRODUCTION
You reach out and grasp a piece of apple, you perform some
impressive and complex neural processes to transform
visual information into an internal plan and into a
successfully executed action. If you first see me perform
the action, and then imitate it, my action can provide a
template for you, but the neurophysiological basis for this is
still unclear. However, the mirror neuron system seems to
provide an important representation of these actions in the
premotor system. Mirror neurons were first found in ventral
premotor cortex of the monkey (area F5) [1–3] and have also
been reported in posterior parietal cortex (PF, or BA7b) [4,5].
In ventral premotor cortex, many cells code for visually
guided actions, responding before or during the monkeys’
own actions, but these are not mirror neurons, as they do
not code for observed actions. Other cells (canonical
neurons) respond during object-related actions and to the
sight of the target objects. They tend to be specific for
particular hand actions (e.g. precision vs whole hand grip)
and for sight of the corresponding objects (raisons vs
bananas). Hence they seem to code the affordance of an
object; but these cells also are not mirror neurons. Mirror
neurons uniquely show similar responses during execution
of a movement and during the animal’s observation of the
same action performed by another monkey or by the human
experimenter. They do not respond to the object alone.
Furthermore, mirror neurons can fire during a reach to an
object placed out of sight, as long as the intention of the
reach and grasp action is clear [6]. Thus they are not driven
simply by visual input, but are a representation of an objectdirected action. It is still unclear what the typical response
characteristic of these mirror neurons is, in part because
they seem to respond to the sight (and sound [7,8]) of real
actions, and are not easily driven by televised images of
actions. Thus careful parametric analysis of their receptive
characteristics is difficult. However, two key points are, first,
that while their motor responses can be quite action-specific,
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they tend to respond to a broader class of observed actions
(a grasp by either a human or a monkey, but not by a robot
or by a human using pliers [3]). Second, their responses are
object-related movements, typically towards food (the reach
for an apple piece, but not for a metal screw, for example; for
an excellent review see [5]). Mirror neurons in areas PF of
the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) are very similar, but are
thought to code more specifically for the kinaesthetic and
somatosensory components of an action [9,10]. This may
have relevance to neurons in area BA5 of the PPC that code
kinematics and not dynamics [11]. The last group of mirrorlike cells to mention are in the superior temporal sulcus,
STS, where cells respond to biological motion, to view of
body parts, especially faces and hands, and where some
respond specifically to observation of reach and grasp
movements [12,13]. Thus they have rather similar visual
response properties to mirror neurons [5], but these STS
cells do not fire during execution of the unseen action.
Mirror neurons are, therefore, cells with extraordinarily
complex response characteristics, closely linked to visual
observation of goal-directed actions. The excitement of their
discovery is compounded by the detection of functional
brain imaging activation patterns that suggest similar
neurons are found in human ventral premotor and parietal
cortices [9,10,14], and by the fact that the language area,
Broca’s area, in human ventral premotor cortex is the
homologue of the monkey’s area F5. Mirror neurons could
therefore be an important neural stepping stone between
coding for observed goal-directed actions, to understanding
gestures, to spoken language [5,15].
Turning now to the concept of internal models, it is
currently thought that the motor system uses two forms
[16]. Inverse models map the relationship between intended
actions or goals and the motor commands to reach those
goals. The term inverse is due to the inverse relationship
between the properties of the motor system and the
properties of the internal model. Any form of accurate
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Fig. 1. (1) A schematic diagram of pathways activated during a visually
guided reach: information from visual areas is processed by the posterior
parietal cortex, and feeds through to the premotor and motor cortex by
cortico-cortical and cortico-cerebellar routes. (2) Activity during observation of actions.The circuit linking STS, PF and F5 (solid arrows) may act
as an inverse model [9,19]. However, the cerebellum could also perform
this function (dashed arrows). (3) Activity during the execution of imitated actions. The circuit linking F5, PF and STS (solid arrows) may act as
a forward model, to generate a prediction of movement outcome [9,19].
Again, the cerebellum could perform this function (dashed arrows).

pre-programming implicitly invokes this inverse relationship, but the motor system probably develops an explicit
inverse model. When you reach for the piece of apple, the
inverse model would transform a sensory representation of
the relative positions of apple and arm into motor
commands to perform the action (Fig. 1).
Forward models map the relationship between motor
commands and the resultant change in the state of the motor
system, which is monitored by reafferent sensory inflow.
Hence a forward model estimates the next (sensory) state of
the motor system based upon information about its current
state, its dynamics, and the current motor commands being
issued to it. Forward models can support sensorimotor
control in many ways [17]. Their estimates of the state of the
system can supplement noisy and incomplete sensory
signals; they can be used in advance of delayed reafference
from the periphery; they can cancel out reafference during
movement; they can generate appropriate error signals for
modifying future control; and they can help identify the
current context within which control is being attempted. It is
this last function that was recently used in a computational
model, MOSAIC [18], whereby multiple forward models
predicted in parallel changes in motor state. The accuracy of
each forward model prediction to the actual state allowed
the current sensory-motor context to be estimated, as only
the right model for a given context would accurately predict
movement outcome. So if your lift of the apple matches your
prediction, you have confidence that the context (lifting
apple) was correct, and you have not mistakenly grabbed
the table instead. Moreover, in MOSAIC, this matching
process also leads to a weighting of the output of the inverse
model paired to each forward model, such that the right
inverse model is selected to control the motor system in any
particular context.
So how do mirror neurons and forwards models bear on
each other? Marco Iacoboni has suggested [9,19] that the F5
mirror cells lie at a crucial interface between forward and
inverse models, which are instantiated by cells in STS, PF
and F5. STS is responsible for the visual representation of
observed actions, and Iacoboni suggests that the connections from STS to PF and onwards to the mirror cells in F5
form an inverse model, converting this visual representation
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into a motor plan (solid arrows, Fig. 1, part 2). The reverse
connection from mirror cells in F5 to PF, and back to STS
(solid arrows, Fig. 1, part 3), then forms a forward model
[20], converting the motor plan back into a predicted visual
representation (a sensory outcome of action). Thus these
two streams could underpin imitation, in which actions are
first observed, then transformed by the inverse model into
potential motor commands, and the visual consequence of
these movements are then predicted by the forward model,
for comparison with the exemplar visual images [9,10]. This
two-way process could also allow an observer to track
another’s hand actions with predictive eye movements, the
gaze shifts anticipating the other’s hand motion with the
same advance as seen when tracking one’s own actions [21].
It could underpin imitative learning, as demonstrated by
robotic studies [22,23]. It could allow cooperative actions
such as shaking hands or dancing, or it could allow
successful competitive actions, such as when we both
attempt to grab the same bit of apple.
This elegant scheme linking STS, PF and F5 has some
unresolved issues. First, it ignores the cerebellum, strongly
favoured to act as an internal model, forward or inverse or
both [24,25]. The PPC has strong projections to the
cerebellum [26,27], which then projects to the ventral
premotor cortex [28], among other areas. This may be the
major route for visuo-motor information to reach the
premotor cortex (Fig. 1) and contribute to the evolving
motor command [27]. Hence, the mirror cells in premotor
cortex may code a motoric representation of visuo-motor
actions, both during action execution and during observation, driven by the cerebellar inverse model. The output of
the motor cortical areas also projects to the cerebellum, as
cerebro-pontine fibres from premotor and from primary
motor cortex. The dentate nucleus projects, via thalamus,
back to the PPC [29,30]. Consequently, a forward model in
the cerebellum could use an efferent copy of motor
commands to provide a visuo-motor update to the motor
representation held in PPC. So both inverse and forward
processing pathways might depend on the cerebellum
(dashed arrows, Fig. 1 parts 2 and 3) [24,25]. The critical
interface in this version of the scheme is the posterior
parietal cortex rather than ventral premotor cortex. The PPC
codes for the spatial location of a visual goal for action [2],
and this would provide appropriate input to the inverse
model process. The PPC also codes the spatial relationships
defining the current state of the body. It appears to
optimally combine multi-modal visual, auditory and proprioceptive sensory afferents [31,32] with predictive updates
during actions, the latter based on efference copy of the
motor commands [33,34], appropriate from the forward
model process.
Second, there seems to be an important gap between the
specificity of forward models and the generality of mirror
neurons. Forward model predictions need to be rather
precise if they are to provide signals on which to base
estimates of movement outcome and of current context [17].
For imitation, however, a very close link between observed
and executed actions is often inappropriate: I may see you
perform the apple-grasping action with your left hand, but
execute it with my right hand, if it seems that your intention
was a goal directed reach to the target object. Thus some
deeper coding of the intention behind the observed action
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has been invoked [35]. Wolpert et al. [36] have recently
suggested a hyper-MOSAIC extension of their model to
incorporate these deeper levels. The lowest level (the
original MOSAIC model [18]) has paired forward/inverse
models that are action specific, estimating and controlling
movement to reach specific motor states: the grasp and lift
of the apple. The next layer receives from the lowest level
and forms a representation that is somewhat independent of
specific movement trajectories or states. Higher levels
receiving from this level encode actions independent of
specific effectors, and might then code for a reach to a target
(the apple) with either hand. The very highest layers then
code for behavioural goals, at some abstract symbolic level
independent of effectors or movements, to satisfy hunger,
for example. Quite how this multi-level controller could be
generated neurally is not yet clear, but the link with mirror
neurons seems appealing. Mirror neurons would appear to
code for actions at something like the intermediate levels
within HMOSAIC. But a final important question is why
mirror neurons are specific for movements towards objects:
the internal model theories outlined here have no clear
answer.
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